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UK Developments
The Swansea tidal lagoon would be costly
But Hendry says subsequent Cardiff and
Bridgwater lagoons would be much cheapermaybe getting down to £66/MWh by 2028/29

Technology costs
The Power Exchange’s
rendition (right) of the
situation based on BEIS
data: the Swansea lagoon
would be very high cost:
https://policyexchange.org.uk/the-folly-ofswansea-bay-tidal-lagoon/

But later ones might be less
so, according to the Hendry
report
https://hendryreview.wordpress.com

Though by 2022, when the
320 MW Swansea project
might be ready, wind & PV
would be even cheaper…

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/566567/BEIS_Elect
ricity_Generation_Cost_Report.pdf

Wind best? Last year Michael Liebreich, Bloomberg New Energy Finance founder, claimed
that by plowing some of the money earmarked for Hinkley into offshore wind farms, capacity
could be quadrupled by 2030, bringing costs down faster and making the technology more
competitive against other energy sources. That could still be the case with the uncertainty
about Hinkley going ahead: offshore wind prices are falling fast as competition mounts:
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/10/02/cut-throat-competition-is-slashing-offshore-wind-costs-to-unthin/

Watch grid inputs live:
http://nationalgrid.stephenmorley.org
and http://electricinsights.co.uk
Renewable total hit > 50% at times

Nuclear certainly looks
to be very pricy - see left
from Bloomberg. While
most renewables are getting
cheaper and are booming they hovered around a 25%
contribution in 2016:

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/syste
m/uploads/attachment_data/file/556266/
Renewables.pdf

Wind at times supplied
23% of power in UK last
year and PV topped 12GW.
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-01/nuclear-free-zone-britain-weighs-energy-options-without-hinkley

Next All UK coal to go by 2025?
www.gov.uk/government/consultations/coal-generation-ingreat-britain-the-pathway-to-a-low-carbon-future Though

it’s to get a £450m capacity market subsidy:

https://twitter.com/sandbagorguk/status/828688204207443973

But globally, as coal use falls, emissions fall
6%: www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-uk-cutscarbon-record-coal-drop

Meanwhile, Hendry backed diversity - the
more options the better, and said: ‘I would
strongly caution against ruling out tidal
lagoons because of the hopes of other
cheaper alternatives being available in the
future’. But nuclear is to expand to 30% of
power by 2035 - see below. And more later..
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Tidal Lagoon all at sea still Technology News
It’s taking a long while to get a decision on what to do - still no sign. In his review of tidal
lagoons, Charles Hendry noted that ‘some views that were mutually exclusive. Whilst some,
especially in the financial and environmental communities, argue that a smaller tidal lagoon
in Swansea Bay needs to be operational before a commitment can be made to larger projects
on the most competitive terms; others, in the supply chain, academia and those pushing for
faster action on climate change, argue that the cumulative economic and industrial benefits of
a programme of tidal lagoons would inevitably be lost by such a delay.’ He backed an initial
trial go-ahead for the 320 MW Swansea project: https://hendryreview.wordpress.com
So did most Welsh AMs: www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-39120896 Even UKIP! There were
expectations that the government would announce it’s decision in the Spring Budget, but,
despite Labour’s John McDonnell saying ‘get on with it’, nothing emerged. Soon though..
It had been talked up a lot: www.eco-business.com/news/uk-tidal-project-could-spark-global-revolution/
The hardware does look impressive: www.tidallagoonpower.com/tidal-technology/turbine-technology/
However, a critique from Energy Matters dismissed the idea that geographically distributed
lagoons could supply continuous power. While the delay at each site in the twice daily peak
tides might make some balancing possible, it would only yield a small net input at the low
neap tides, even with storage: http://euanmearns.com/green-mythology-tidal-base-load-power-in-the-uk/
Hendry was also cautious on this. Private Eye more so! http://euanmearns.com/keeping-the-lights-on-2/
A rival view: https://scottishscientist.wordpress.com/2017/01/16/double-tidal-lagoon-baseload-scheme

Biomass - no to big burn of forestry wastes
A Chatham House report by Duncan Brack challenges the use of forest wood.
‘Overall, while some instances of biomass energy use may result in lower life-cycle emissions
than fossil fuels, in most circumstances, comparing technologies of similar ages, the use of
woody biomass for energy will release higher levels of emissions than coal and considerably
higher levels than gas.’ It says that ‘Policies should ensure that subsidies do not encourage
the biomass industry to divert raw material (such as mill residues) away from alternative uses
(such as fibreboard), which have far lower impacts on carbon emissions. This may require
the sustainability criteria to be adjusted from time to time depending on market conditions..’
He was also worried about Biomass use with CCS: ‘The reliance on BECCS of so many of the
climate mitigation scenarios reviewed by the IPCC [International Panel on Climate Change]
is of major concern, potentially distracting attention from other mitigation options and
encouraging decision makers to lock themselves into high-carbon options in the short term on
the assumption that the emissions thus generated can be compensated for in the long term.’
www.chathamhouse.org/sites/files/chathamhouse/publications/research/2017-02-23-woody-biomass-global-climate-brackembargoed.pdf and www.carbonbrief.org/biomass-subsidies-not-fit-for-purpose-chatham-house

The Renewable Energy Association came back with the comment that ‘This report hangs on
the fallacy that it takes decades for a forest to recapture carbon. That isn’t true. A wellmanaged forest is continually growing and it locks in carbon at an optimal rate.’
www.r-e-a.net/news/rea-response-to-chatham-house-report-woody-biomass-for-power-and-heat However, the
report seems to accept the view by opponents to the use of forest-derived wood pellets that
they are not just sourced from incidental fellings/offcuts, but from round wood. Moreover, it
says ‘If slow-decaying residues are burnt, the impact would be an increase in net carbon
emissions potentially for decades. In addition, removing residues from the forest can
adversely affect soil carbon and nutrient levels as well as tree growth rates.’ And it says
‘Forest residues are often unsuitable for use because of their high ash, dirt and alkali salt
content’. The message certainly got across: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-39053678
The debate goes on: www.edie.net/news/10/Biomass--carbon-neutrality--debate-continues-to-divide-opinions
But see REA’s full riposte: www.r-e-a.net/blog/misleading-statements-in-chatham-house-report-on-biomassanswered-23-02-2017 and this: www.linkedin.com/pulse/biomass-carbon-climate-disaster-will-rolls
And, for the next round, see this: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-39267774
including this, from the IEA: www.ieabioenergy.com/publications/iea-bioenergy-response/
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www.thetimes.co.uk/editi
on/business/atlantis-hastilt-at-underwaterwindmills-dcq282gdx

Meygen Tidal stream tries to cut costs

As the first 6 MW part of the Meygen project,
Atlantis Resources has installed four tidal current
turbines on the seabed in Pentland Firth, between
the northern Scottish mainland and the island of
Stroma. They’re backed by Renewable Obligation
(RO) contracts, under which it will get tradable
ROCs worth about £200MWh, on top of wholesale prices of ~£45/MWh.
It’s planned to expand the project with 260 more turbines, to 398 MW. But with the RO now
closed to new projects, they will have to compete with other projects, including offshore wind
projects, in the next round of the CfD auction process. That will be quite a challenge: offshore
wind has been given a notional CfD top price of £105/MWh in the next round. But according
to the Times (6/3/17) Tim Cornelius, chief executive of Atlantis Resources, was ‘confident’
that Meygen could compete ‘on a par with offshore wind’ in the auction, when it would seek
support for up to 76 MW, or about 50 turbines: ‘We recognise that it’s ambitious, but it’s
achievable’ since Atlantis could achieve ‘dramatic reductions’ in costs by using a different
type of foundation that required less material (drilled supports rather than gravity bases) and
by increasing turbine sizes - it plans to use MCT turbines. Costs have fallen: the first 4
turbines cost £51m, but the second batch of 4, using MCTs design, should only cost £41mjust over £7m/MW. And with further reductions, it’s conceivable to get down to around
£200m for the third phase, enabling it to operate with a CfD contract of around £105/MWh.
However, the Times quoted a wind industry veteran’s view that Meygen had ‘no chance’ as
fierce competition among offshore wind projects could drive down costs to £90/MWh. A ring
fenced capacity allocation that had earlier been in place for tidal stream and wave projects
under the Con Dem government has been removed, with a government spokesman telling the
Times that its new subsidy system was designed to secure ‘the most efficient projects . . . at
the best value for money to bill-payers’. But, the Times added, a source had said BEIS would
‘continue to consider whether introducing a ring-fenced budget for different technologies’
would help to support longer-term cost reductions. Certainly wave & tidal projects have been
much higher notional CfD strike prices - £310/MWh for wave and £300 for tidal for 2021/22.

Floating wind soon - Statoil’s pioneering 30 MW floating wind project.

www.statoil.com/en/what-we-do/new-energy-solutions.html

Next The 50 MW Kincardine Offshore Windfarm, with 8 floating turbines

Hexicon

‘Buchanan Deep’, the Hywind Pilot Park, off the Scottish coast, should
deliver power late this year or early in 2018. It will be the largest floating
offshore wind farm so far, and the first with integrated energy storage:
Batwind, a 1 MWh lithium battery sited on the mainland, designed to
smooth output. Hywind is financed by Statoil & Masdar, with a prototype
tested off Norway. They say ‘from the first unit to the pilot park we have achieved cost
reductions of 60-70%. Going forward, we believe a further 40-50% cost reduction is realistic
by 2030, potentially making floating offshore wind competitive without support regimes. This
can be realised through further conceptual enhancements, such as larger and lighter units,
combined with a matured supply chain and economies of scale’.
15km SE of Aberdeen, has been given planning consent: www.bbc.co.uk/news/ukscotland-north-east-orkney-shetland-39217141

And Dounreay Tri wants to install two 5 MW turbines on a triangular floating, semi-submersible rig
anchored to the seabed near Thurso (see pic): www.offshorewind.biz/tag/dounreay-tri/ It’s been racing to
get planning permission before the RO closes: that would give a ~£140/MWh bonus. A CfD auction
would be much tougher. The project director told the Times ‘we could not compete at this stage’, with
conventional offshore wind. But it hopefully could, once developed. What was needed was ring-fenced
support, ‘to close the gap, for a new technology like floating wind that’s not mature yet but has really
large-scale, long-term potential, between first platforms in the water and commercial big farms’.
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Battery revolution

Energy Storage/grid balancing

It’s going to change everything: www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/03/04/old-energy-order-draws-closeamid-battery-storage-revolution/ But some solar investors say it’s still too risky at utility scale:
www.energy-storage.news/news/major-uk-solar-investors-pessimistic-over-current-battery-storage-opportuni
Though not all agree: www.newpower.info/2017/03/vattenfall-signs-1000-battery-deal-with-bmw/

Pumped Hydro storage New 700 MWh PHES project in Snowdonian slate quarries:
www.energylivenews.com/2017/03/09/grid-scale-hydro-energy-storage-facility-in-uk-approved/

CAES to go ahead The EU has approved €90m for a compressed air energy storage
project in Larne in Northern Ireland. It will convert excess renewable power into compressed air to be
stored in geological caverns within salt layers underground for later release to generate electricity.
*Norway-Scotland grid link progress: www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-39080305

Storage gets support from odd quarters: www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2017/03/10/commentary/worldcommentary/revolutionary-disruption-coming-energy-sector/ - .WMQh3ld0NLB

AI next Google’s Deepmind Artificial Intelligence system may be used to help run the UK
power grid, predicting consumer demand. Its use by data centers has cut energy uses by 40%.
www.edie.net/news/8/National-Grid-exploring-the-potential-of-Artificial-Intelligence-to-optimise-renewables

Backup The UK has dumped its grid-backup reserve capacity scheme, since it wasn’t
needed/used: http://eciu.net/press-releases/2017/180m-reserve-power-scheme-ends-never-having-been-used
It added unnecessary extra costs - £180m. It was a response to fear about potential blackouts
and the need for more capacity. However, the Energy and Climate Intelligence Unit (ECIU)
said this approach was costly, and so was building enough capacity for a 10% margin- that
would cost £12.4bn with nuclear, and £1.7-2.1bn. even with cheaper gas plants. The ECIU
said that reserves could be more affordably secured through energy storage, greater interlinks with Europe & smart technology to reduce demand from big energy users at peak times:
www.theguardian.com/business/2017/mar/13/uk-households-unnecessary-power-capacity-energy-climateintelligence-unit-report The UK did get through the winter crisis, with pumped hydro’s help, but

without any new storage or DSM as yet (though some is on the way - see Box). Wind was
low, but nuclear didn’t help - its outages were a key problem, plus an inter connector
accident: http://euanmearns.com/uk-grid-january-2017-and-the-perfect-storm/ We’ll need more capacity,
but with more wind gen, and stored wind-to-gas feeding existing and new gas plants, then
earlier surplus wind output, plus biogas & peak-shifting DSM, could help the system ridethrough a multi-day wind lull without using fossil fuel.

Make Britain generate ‘Few countries, certainly in Europe, have done more
than we have to expand renewable energy electricity capacity since 2010’.
Minister for Climate Change and Industry, Nick Hurd, on March 14th:
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-03-14/debates/F85DFAB8-E95F-4F9C-8BFD-270DBD2C219D/UKScience

That didn’t seem quite right. But the UK has added a lot of capacity since 2010, when it was
very low, 9.2 GW. It’s now 33.5 GW. But we are still well behind in % terms. While the UK
now gets ~24% of it electricity from renewables, Germany gets ~32%, Denmark over 43%.
most of this being from new (non hydro) renewables. Those with lots of hydro do even better.
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/File:Breakdown_of_electricity_production_by_source,_2015_(in_%)_update.png
www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/IRENA_RE_Capacity_Statistics_2017.pdf

In terms of total energy from renewables (hydro/biofuels included), in the last EC assessment,
using 2015 data, the UK was near the bottom off the EU 28 league table, its 8.2% putting it at
No.24. Sweden was top at 54%. http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-17-163_en.htm

The next CfD round Offshore wind is at the heart of the next round, with prices falling
http://analysis.windenergyupdate.com/construction/uk-offshore-auction-prices-could-hit-80-poundsmwh-capex-plummets

They may even hit £80/MWh, still higher than is being achieved elsewhere, but comparable with onshore!
The CfD starting strike prices: www.gov.uk/government/publications/second-cfd-allocation-round-statutory-notices
They include an £140/MWh strike price for geothermal standalone generation or CHP. With the CfD cap
set at £290m p.a for contracts in this round, it was expected to be a tight race, over the next few months.
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/upcoming-cfd-auction-promises-to-be-‘very-competitive’/1299272 - .WOAFl1eMBYf and:
www.gov.uk/government/news/290-million-boost-for-clean-energy-in-britain
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Balancing costs - low if we act soon Policy News
In an updated review of a 2006 UK Energy Research Centre report on the costs and impacts
of adding ‘intermittent’ electricity such as wind and solar, which had only looked at up to a
20% input, UKERC researchers say that, even at the higher levels we were now looking to, it
was still the case that the costs of balancing renewables could be low. However, they warned
that, unless ‘urgent’ action was taken by the government to boost grid flexibility, costs of
adding renewables in future will be ‘much higher than they need to be’ e.g. £45/MWh
The key was to invest in flexible systems such as demand managing technologies, including
demand-side response, extra grid links and storage, which can dramatically reduce the cost of
balancing. UKERC said: ‘Ten years ago, penetration levels for renewables were small, and
the costs of managing the grid to incorporate wind and solar was pretty trivial compared to
the costs of building wind farms and solar panels themselves. Now, however, costs have fallen
and renewables are close to being cost-competitive with fossil fuels. With higher penetration
levels come higher system costs, and building flexibility into the system becomes much more
important.’ If that’s done, it puts the extra cost at £10-15/MWh for a 30-50% renewables
input, though its hard to be certain, since the optimal supply and balancing mix in unknown
and costs & benefits interact, with flexible balancing potentially reducing wastes/curtailment:
www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/government-must-act-urgently-on-power-system-flexibility-to-avoid-costs-escalating.html

A good overview: www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-whole-system-costs-renewables

Grid balancing costs and over-capacity curtailment
Interestingly, the 2016 report for DECC from Frontier Economics on ‘whole system costs’,
only recently released after being sat on for some reason, came to similar conclusions to
UKERC in its update of its 2006 report on system integration (see above) - flexible generation
and smart grid balancing was the key to dealing with variable renewables:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/601345/Whole_Power_System_Impacts_of_Electrici
ty_Generation_Technologies__3_.pdf GWPF says key DECC report data was redacted:

www.thegwpf.com/is-the-uk-government-concealing-very-high-renewables-system-cost-estimates/ But

then it
was dated: UKERC offered some up-to-date data on extra costs. And EPSRC has now given
UKERC £1.5m for a Whole Systems Networking programme: www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/ukerc-awarded-15m-to-establish-networking-fund-for-energy-research-community.html

That’s all about balancing shortfalls due to variable renewables being low at times, but
excesses and inflexibility also have impacts. Some large inflexible plant output might have to
be curtailed in the summer, since, National Grid noted, solar capacity was now at 11.7 GW
and was likely to reach 13.5 GW next year, while summer minimum demand has been falling
and might only be 17.3 GW this year. A big input could also be available then from the 15
GW of wind capacity. If that was also used, and not curtailed, what could be done with the
output from the near 9 GW of inflexible old nuclear plants? And from the other inflexible
plants? www.cleanenergynews.co.uk/news/solar/inflexible-generators-face-summer-curtailment-as-national-grid-prepares-for
One option is to pay them more, if they lower output! Or even to pay users to consume more!
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/04/06/national-grid-pay-power-plants-shut-summer/ But

do we need these old plants?

CCS The Energy Technologies Institute bans the drum on Carbon Capture & Storage

It’s dead in the water for now for fossil power plants, but ought to have a role in industry and
some say for carbon-negative BECCS too: www.politicshome.com/news/uk/energy/opinion/energytechnologies-institute/84830/carbon-capture-and-storage-needs-be-part Biomass CCS certainly has had strong
supporters: www.avoid.uk.net/2015/07/synthesising-existing-knowledge-on-the-feasibility-of-beccs/

Capacity Auction 312MW of DSM has been chosen in the new round:
www.energylivenews.com/2017/03/23/national-grid-secures-312mw-of-demand-side-capacity/ Good news

Money for cars

The government is to provide £109m for 38 car R&D
7 low carbon vehicle projects are to receive £62m and the winner of the ‘connected
and autonomous vehicles’ (CAV2) competition is set to receive £31m:
www.gov.uk/government/news/over-109-million-of-funding-for-driverless-and-low-carbon-projects
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CfD ‘costs
too much’

www.thegwpf.co
m/theopportunity-costof-renewablesinvestment/

Grid power plays - and green power costs
Smart meters They’ve still getting a bad press: www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/03/17/clock-tickingSee Box. But though rollout is slow, a survey says they’re loved:
www.renewableenergymagazine.com/energy_saving/uk-smart-energy-rollout-enjoys-81-percent-20170201
energy-markets-smart-meter-revolution/

Here’s some government advice: www.gov.uk/government/publications/best-practice-guidance-for-the-delivery-of-energyefficiency-advice-to-households-during-smart-meter-installation-visits The cost? £11bn!
Not surprising then that the Public Accounts Committee says we are not being told enough
about overall green energy costs. There’s a ‘culture of optimism bias’, with costs likely to add
around £110 to the typical household’s yearly energy bill in 2020, £17 p.a. more than planned
www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-committee/news-parliament2015/energy-policy-levy-control-framework-report-published-16-17/ And www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38894030 and

www.theguardian.com/business/2017/feb/08/uk-government-green-energy-subsidies-energy-bills See CCC later
Grid changes https://alansenergyblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/08/on-pies-fingers-and-national-grid/
With energy storage moving up: www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/springtime-for-uk-energy-storage

Solar, wind & hydro battles continue…
They are facing heavy business tax charges and FIT cuts:
www.independent.co.uk/environment/solar-energy-uk-governmentaccused-trying-to-kill-off-climate-change-theresa-may-a7570161.html
and www.scottishenergynews.com/scot-govt-faces-scottish-renewableenergy-crisis-as-business-rates-fiasco-threatens-to-end-small-hydropower-in-scotland/ Also www.newpower.info/2017/02/wind-generatorsto-queue-until-october-2018-for-feed-in-tariffs/ ‘Subsidy free’ aim:
www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/blogs/jesse_norman_and_the_path_to_subs
idy_free_deployment Budget - 800% tax rise for some PV projects:
www.independent.co.uk/environment/solar-industry-budget-2017-800per-cent-tax-increase-green-renewable-energy-a7618191.html

…as efficiency languishes with the Green Deal
gone & just ECO left. There’s an EU Energy Efficiency
Directive, but the UK is otherwise engaged.
www.ukerc.ac.uk/network/network-news/guest-blog-a-short-history-ofuk-energy-efficiency-policy.html Though the Parliamentary Office

Smart grid charging
Smart meters are too dumb to
provide variable pricing, which is
what we now need. Without that
‘decentralised energy’ and ‘smart
energy systems’ will remain
meaningless marketing catch
phrases used by the electricity
industry to allow them to ‘carry
on profiteering’.’ says DaveiToke:
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/co
mmentators/2988782/green_groups_must_denou
nce_the_sham_smart_meter_scandal.html

Helm also says its all been done
wrong:iwww.dieterhelm.co.uk/energy/en
ergy/not-so-smart-what-has-gone-wrongwith-the-smart-meter-programme-andhow-to-fix-it/ Energy Matters too:
http://euanmearns.com/uk-smart-meters-aghastly-mess-created-by-decc/

of Science & Technology (POST) has a useful overview. It says the evidence on effectiveness
is poor: http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/POST-PN-0550 and
www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39107973 But as energy prices rise, energy saving is vital…

More District heating arrives at last
The Government has awarded £24m for nine district heat network infrastructure projects
across the country to provide households and businesses with clean and efficient heating
systems. This the first round of £320m funding for heat networks, which its been suggested
could reduce heating costs by more than 30%. The winning projects, located cities including
London, Sheffield and Manchester, will deliver low-carbon heat through biomass boilers,
large heat pumps, energy-from-waste and combined heat and power (CHP) plants. A further
£200,000 will be provided in early stage funding for four authorities to develop their plans.
BEIS says ‘centralised heat production can be more energy efficient, deliver carbon savings
and help to reduce fuel bills’ It noted that ‘there are approximately 2,000 heat networks in the
UK currently, supplying heat to 210,000 dwellings and 1,700 commercial and public
buildings. Estimates show that approximately 14% of UK heat demand could be met by heat
networks by 2030 and around 43% by 2050, making a cost effective contribution to the UK’s
decarbonisation targets. Local authorities have a key role to play in making heat networks
succeed, by leading projects through development stages, supporting private networks
through the planning system, owning or operating heat networks, or being a heat customer’.
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/581431/R7_HNDU_overview__1_.pdf
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LCF to be replaced

Industry strategy lobby group views

The Spring Budget said the Levy Control
Framework would be revamped - with
details promised later. It certainly needed
developing - with raised caps. The Energy
and Climate Intelligence Unit said ‘The Levy
Control Framework was a blunt instrument,
and few people will be sorry to see it go. Its
worst aspect was that it seemed to make
renewable energy more expensive when bills
were going down - and logically, that is the
time to be investing, when people can most
afford it. Whatever replaces it needs to lead
the UK towards the smart, flexible power
network that, according to the NIC, will lop
£8bn off our national energy bill - which
means incentivising things like energy
storage, demand-switching and
interconnectors.’ That’s what the LCFcapped Capacity Market is meant for - while
the price variations are mainly due to the
CfD! Though it is true that, as the IEMA
warned, ‘scrapping the levy control
framework without a clear plan of what will
replace or supersede it is a real concern;
failure to provide clarity will raise significant
uncertainty for investment in renewables’.

The Solar Trade Association was ‘dismayed that
responsible organisations that use their own
rooftop solar are still facing an extreme business
rate rise of up to 800%’. It said that it was
‘surprising that the Treasury’s tax policies tend to
yesterday’s technologies while putting clean,
modern solar at a competitive disadvantage.
Government continues to cherry pick more
expensive technologies while shutting solar out of
competitive auctions, even as its industrial strategy
prioritises cheap power. This means business and
consumers pay over the odds for decarbonisation,
and competitive pressure is weak. Suppressing
solar in the UK is no way to “prepare for a global
future”. Solar already dominates clean energy
investment globally and it is expected to expand
dramatically. It is also set to be the cheapest source
of power in the world so countries that embrace
solar will have a competitive advantage.’
RenewableUK has called for wave and tidal
stream to be included in the UK’s industrial
strategy due to its job creation potential in less
prosperous regions. The RUKs ‘Ocean Energy
Race’ report sees the sector is a ‘natural growth
area’ for Britain. It highlights job creation in four
marine ‘clusters’: Wales, the Scottish Highland &
Islands, SW England, Isle of Wight/Solent.
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/budget-2017-levy-control-frameworkto-be-replaced and https://renewablesnow.com/news/uk-to-replacelevy-control-framework-560884/

www.edie.net/news/11/Budget-2017-energy-environment-updates-and-green-business-reaction

Community Energy: aspirations and limits
The Coalition Government’s Community Energy Strategy in 2014, as updated in 2015, aimed
to aid the growth of community energy, with, in 2016, the Urban Community Energy Fund
offering £200,000 in grants and £1m in loans, while community energy groups were offered a
tax advantaged under Social Investment Tax Relief. However, take up has been hit by wider
policy changes, and registrations in 2016 fell to just 10. That doesn’t mean there’s any lack of
grass root activity. ‘Thousands of community groups across the UK are developing practical,
positive examples of the zero carbon transition, ranging from waste food cafes to community
energy schemes. While many of these community-scale projects are small, they empower and
connect people, help expand the political choices available, give people a sense of agency and
help normalise sustainable behaviours. The role of intermediary organisations that connect
and support grassroots projects is very important in helping to scale up and replicate ideas.’
So says the Centre for Alternative Technology in it latest update on achieving ‘Zero Carbon
Britain’. It puts a lot of stress of behavioural change. That is clearly important, but it has to
eventually add up to significant material change. A conference on energy change options in
Milton Keynes in February heard about some of the excellent local initiatives backed by
Community Energy England, but they reported that the total capacity installed so far was just
over 150 MW. The situation is better in Scotland, where the 2020 target of 500 MW of local
projects has already been met. And it’s all very different in Germany where prosumers and
energy co-ops are near to dominating the 100 GW green energy market. But that may change
as FiT support is cut. Though the cultural changes, in terms of self gen/green energy won’t go
away, so maybe building on that is part of the way ahead. http://communityenergyengland.org and
http://zerocarbonbritain.com/images/pdfs/ZeroCarbonBritain-MakingItHappen.pdf

Also see www.decentralized-energy.com/articles/2017/02/local-energy-by-and-for-the-community.html
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Emission Reduction Plan
The UK has committed to a 5th carbon budget (for
2028-32), which requires greenhouse gas emissions to
be reduced by 57% by 2030 (against 1990 levels), on
the way to at least 80% by 2050. The 5th budget has
been set in line with the advice of the Committee on
Climate Change, but measures to meet this target are
not yet in place. The Government has still to publish
the next emissions reduction plan - and the snap
election may delay it further. But the latest energy
projections from BEIS are very positive, showing
what could be done: www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-dramaticshift-uk-government-outlook-gas-clean-energy

BEIS sees renewables expanding to around 180 TWh
by 2035 as cost continue to fall, with renewables
projected to reach 36 GW by 2030, 71% more than
the 21 GW of new build capacity seen in the 2015
BEIS projections. Meanwhile nuclear gets to near 160
TWh by 2035, but expansion is slower than originally
expected, only reaching 34 TWh in 2014 (down from
44 TWh projected in 2015) and 67 TWh in 2014, in
total a reduction of about 50%. Gas falls dramatically
to 40 TWh, while net imports tail off, but are still at 50
TWh in 2035. These and other policy-led trends lead to
a 284 MtCO2e reduction, in non traded emissions in
the 4th carbon budget period (2023-27) and 316Mt in
the 5th. If the new carbon plan accepts these projections,
there will have to be new market mechanisms…
www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-energy-and-emissions-projections-2016

The cost- CCC’s view

The Committee on Climate Change, a
body of experts set up under the Climate
Change Act to advise the government,
says that a rise of £105, or 9%, to the
average £1,160 dual fuel bill in 2016
was down to green policies, including
subsidies for wind and solar power. It
has predicted that meeting the UK’s
carbon targets would see the cost of the
subsidies rise to £200 of an average bill
of £1,350 by 2030. That would include
the proposed new nuclear plants. But it
expected the increases to be more than
offset by the energy and cost savings
from the programme.
www.theccc.org.uk/2017/03/16/uk-climate-actionhas-reduced-emissions-without-increases-inhousehold-energy-bills/ See chart below

Predictably, the Global Warming
Policy Foundation was not convinced.
It says CCCs data shows that energy and
climate policies have increased prices to
domestic consumers by 33% in 2016.
And it says this figure will rise to 40%
in 2020 and to over 50% in 2030:
‘government subsidy spending on
renewables, and other climate policies,
is preventing consumers from reaping
the benefits of efficiency measures
leading to lower energy bills’. It wants
the CCC reformed. www.thegwpf.com/gwpfcondemns-misleading-committee-on-climatechange-report-on-policy-costs/

Carbon cuts
Research by Imperial College London
for UK power plant operator Drax
found that operating without a carbon
price would have increased UK
carbon emissions by 21%, to levels not
seen since the 19th Century.
www.edie.net/news/11/What-would-happen-ifBritain-had-no-carbon-price-support

Cut costs not CO2

The Lords Economic Affairs committee
wants more focus on energy security and
costs, less on carbon!

http://renews.biz/106026/uk-should-prioritise-energysecurity/ Greens saw it as ‘misconceived’

‘confused’ & ‘slanted’! Green polices have
added 10% to bills, not 58% as claimed:
www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/why-we-can-t-afford-tomove-post-truth-in-energy-policy.html

The story so far Between 1990 and 2015, UK emissions fell by 38% and should fall by 48% by 2020:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/599539/Updated_energy_and_emissions_projections_2016.pdf

But current policies on industry, energy & climate still do not add up says the BEIS Select Committee:
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmbeis/616/61607.htm

However, the government is also being squeezed on energy costs and is loath to add to them. Its usual
remedy in such situations is to call for more market competition, or, if really pushed, price caps. That
now seems likely - new market arrangements, with limits on utility price rises and carbon.
Next But now there’s Brexit, with two opposed possibilities- go outwards globally or back-off inwards:
www.edie.net/news/6/Can-the-UK-become-a-world-leader-of-decentralised-energy-post-Brexit-/
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-04-05/u-k-said-to-seek-end-for-clean-energy-goal-that-may-sour-brexit

All bets may yet be off- if the UK ducks out of the 15% by 2020 EU renewable energy target!
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Onwards to 30% nuclear… Nuclear news
‘Once completed, Hinkley Point C will provide up to 7% of the UK’s electricity needs and
bring benefits to both the local and global supply chain. Beyond Hinkley, industry has set out
proposals to construct five further power stations, with the potential to generate around 30%
of the UK’s electricity needs by 2035.’ Baroness Neville-Rolfe, then an Energy Minister:
www.gov.uk/government/speeches/uk-statement-to-the-iaea-international-conference-on-nuclear-security She
has talked of ’18 GW on 6 sites’, plus SMRs. She says the new UK National College for
Nuclear aims to train 7,000 people by 2020: www.gov.uk/government/speeches/baroness-nevillerolfes-speech-at-the-office-for-nuclear-regulation-onr-industry-conference

Morside AP1000 uncertain

Costs and uncertainties rise

www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988
449/nuclear_plundering_of_the_public_purse_th
e_sellafield_and_moorside_billions.html

Engie, formerly GDF Suez, is the part-French state owned company that has a 40% share of
NuGen, the consortium which wants to build new AP1000 reactors at Moorside in Cumbria,
next to Sellafield. It reported that ‘it no longer has the resources to finance such expensive
projects’ and wants to concentrate on renewables: ‘The future is going to be much more about
decentralized energy’ (Times 2/1/17). And in April it finally pulled out, leaving even more
financially stressed Toshiba to tough it out, despite its Westinghouse subsidiary going bust:
www.world-nuclear-news.org/C-NuGen-confirms-Toshiba-commitment-to-Moorside-project-14021701.html

AP1000 risks: www.no2nuclearpower.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/AP1000_reactors.pdf
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2988356/ap1000_reactor_design_is_dangerous_and_not_fit_for_purpose.html

Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn initially didn’t endorse Moorside. On the Andrew Marr show he said: ‘I want to
see a mix, I want to see a greater emphasis in the long-term on renewables in the way Germany and other
countries have done but we do have nuclear power stations, we do have a nuclear base at the moment and that
will continue for a long time’. Though HuffPost later quoted him as saying: ‘Labour supports new nuclear as
part of the UK’s energy mix to keep the lights on and tackle climate change’ and ‘I back the proposed new
power station at Moorside which will bring thousands of skilled jobs, and hope the company can provide the
necessary assurances on the strike price and value for money’. But Labour still lost the local by-election.
www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/jeremy-corbyn-moorside-nuclear-power-plant-copeland-by-election_uk_589263dbe4b008f369ce63fd

Bradwell fears: http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/gmb-“considerable-caution”-needed-over-chinese-involvement-inbradwell/1292582 - .WHd2MeRviM8 but

also some local hopes: www.gazettenews.co.uk/news/15019689.Energy_company_vows_to__listen_carefully__to_residents_ahead_of_new_power_station_at_Bradwell

Nuclear and Brexit The UK is to exit Euratom. The WNA nuclear lobby said it
could have ‘devastating effects on nuclear new build’, since ‘projects from countries that
would no longer have a treaty relationship with the UK could face significant delays whilst
the bilateral treaties are negotiated. However, countries (like China) that have stand-alone
bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement with the UK will find themselves in a very
advantageous situation. Such a market disruption should be avoided if possible.’ It wasn’t…
Before: www.world-nuclear-news.org/V-Ensuring-a-soft-Brexit-for-the-UKs-nuclear-industry-24111601.html
After: www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UK-nuclear-industry-faces-prospect-of-Euratom-exit-27011701.html
They don’t like it! https://nuclear-news.net/2017/01/27/uk-nuclear-groups-whinging-like-fk-uk-governmenttries-to-defend-itself-against-nuclear-compensation-claims-regardless/

Mad & Madder Seaweed shuts Torness, UK tsunami and security risks reviewed:
www.eastlothiancourier.com/news/14920950.Reactor_at_nuclear_power_station_shut_down_by_seaweed/

Next wave? www.ibtimes.co.uk/landslide-tsunamis-becoming-more-frequent-amid-fears-significant-threat-uk-1594783
Or cyber attacks www.morningstaronline.co.uk/a-9860-Nuclear-powers-overlooked-insecurity - .WHd3MuRviM8
www.nuclearpolicy.info/wp/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/A258_NB145_Nuclear_Security_concerns.pdf

A site for high level nuclear waste? Not in Wales! www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-38532481 But some
ILW is to stay in Scotland - for 150 years: www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-south-scotland-38676546
Although its two very old civil nuclear plants surely can’t be allowed to run much longer:
https://greens.scot/sites/default/files/Nuclear lifetime extensions - Pete Roche.pdf

Simon Taylor’s ‘The Fall and Rise of Nuclear Power in Britain’ offers a readable scamper through
the history of the UK nuclear programme, warts and all, but from an essentially establishment point of
view, with the governments Chief Scientists, Sir David King and Sir David MacKay, seen as playing
key roles. Well yes, for good or ill, they did. So now we have Hinkley to pay for, and Taylor is not so
sure about that, or the Climate Change Act. But he does seem sure that renewables wont be sufficient:
www.uit.co.uk/the-fall-and-rise-of-nuclear-power-in-britain Dave Elliott’s new IoP book takes a very different line!
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2. Global Developments
The International Energy Agency has been pushing a maximal case for change based
mainly on renewables & energy efficiency, with nuclear and CCS only playing small roles,
but says that, to achieve the aims of the Paris COP21 agreement (under a 2 degree rise), we
may have to ‘go beyond technological solutions and consider policy induced behavioural and
structural changes’: http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/ECCE2016.pdf
The IEA sees renewables playing
a major role, but energy efficiency
as having multiple benefits. And it
says ‘fortunately, much of the
profitable energy efficiency
potential is untapped, so countries
have an opportunity to raise their
ambitions for energy efficiency
beyond the NDC pledges’ i.e.
above their current Nationally
Determined Contributions.

That may be challenging, and we could do without initiatives (fortunately defeated) like this:
http://grist.org/election-2016/will-floridas-voters-be-fooled-into-passing-an-anti-solar-amendment Positive
changes in approach are possible, as witness the rise of PV ‘prosumers’, that being helped by
the introduction of favourable tariffs and the fall in price of PV modules. However, examples
of entirely voluntary reduction in actual energy use are less common and the IEA focuses on
institutional & financial incentives. Though, with Trump in control in the USA, global
climate policy efforts may be undermined. Or will the US be quarantined?
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/nov/11/trump-presidency-a-disaster-for-the-planet-climate-change

Even if that can be dealt with, there is certainly a way to go: even if the Paris CO21 nationally
agreed energy sector targets are met, the IEAs 2016 World Energy Outlook reinforces its
message that we wont get below 2 degrees: more has to be done and fast. See its chart below.
IEA WEO 2016
sees renewables
supplying 37% of
global electricity
by 2040: we have
to do better!
www.iea.org/newsroom/new
s/2016/november/worldenergy-outlook-2016.html

Gt CO2 chart www.iea.org/media/publications/weo/WEO2016Infographic.jpg

While the IEA does note that coal use is still
growing, it says it will fall. But for now China
is still building two coal plants a week, while
the EU is financing new coal plants in Greece.
Though Finland is to ban coal by 2030, and the
UK similarly (by 2025), so there’s progress:

PV cost fall

www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF
_Renewable_Infrastructure_Inv
estment_Handbook.pdf

Economist catches up

www.economist.com/news/scienc
e-and-technology/21711301-newpaper-may-have-answer-howclean-solar-power

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-02/asia-s-coaladdiction-seen-growing-despite-promises-on-climate

Meanwhile though The Economist Intelligence
Unit thinks renewables are booming - see right:
http://pages.eiu.com/rs/783-XMC-194/images/Energy_in_2017.pdf

So do others: https://c1cleantechnicacom-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/files/2016/12/1-75pCVZqFXs0HehgOjdbQvQ.png
And Carbon Tracker & the Grantham Institute say PV could supply 29% of global power
by 2050: www.carbontracker.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Expect-the-Unexpected_CTI_Imperial.pdf
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Wind will get bigger 12 MW turbines soon

Technology news

There is over 487 GW of wind power capacity globally, and wind turbines are getting larger.
3-3.5 MW turbines may be the norm on shore and 10-12 MW units offshore by 2030, with
capacity factors of 40% or more: https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/forecasting-wind-energy-costs-and-cos/
But some hate big turbines in some locations: www.pennenergy.com/articles/pennenergy/2016/11/windpower-upstate-ny-towns-embroiled-in-fight-over-tall-wind-turbines.html

Hydro helps wind The revenue from wind power

Hydro gets hit- emissions

from fresh biomass in reservoirs
generators on spot markets falls with more deployment - its
may be worse than thought:
marginal cost is low so reducing overall prices. This ‘value
www.theguardian.com/sustainabledrop’ is worse in markets dominated by fossil plants, such as business/2016/nov/06/hydropowerhydroelectricity-methane-clean-climatein Germany, but is less so where the are hydro plants with
change-study
large reservoirs, as in Sweden - its flexibility compensates for
Tidal
wind power output variability and mitigates the wind power
Canada
Biofuels inwww.blackroc
value drop. One study found that that, when moving from 0%
Change at last?
ktidalpower.co
to 30% wind penetration, hydro mitigates the value drop by a
m/technology
Palm oil impact
third. As a result, 1 MWh of wind energy is worth 18% more
limits agreed:
www.edie.net/news/7/Palm-oil-sectorin Sweden than in Germany. But the benefits of hydro seem to
agrees--no-deforestation--approach/
level off at around 20% wind penetration. Also see top Box.
and some talk up arid biomass
www.neon-energie.de/Hirth-2016-Market-Value-Flexibility-Wind-Hydropower.pdf

On novel wind, this is fun: www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_5K4kmnsL4

..but PV will beat wind

options like Cactus- low
impact/water use.

Big v small PV

IEA on Efficiency
www.renewableenergyworl
www.iea.org/publications/freepublic
Chris Goodall says in his book The Switch.
d.com/articles/2016/12/why
ations/publication/energy-efficiency-we-need-desert-solar-asPV solar will soon be cheaper than wind
indicators-highlights-2016.html
well-as-rooftop.html
in most places. He projects PV expanding
globally at 40% p.a. to at least in theory plateau at 150 TW by 2035-40! Will it beat wind?
PV costs per kW are falling fast, but in terms of £/kWh output, it’s constrained by the fact
that it gets dark at night, whereas wind often still blows. He also says PV uses less land than
wind. True if on roofs, not so for solar farms, if compared with the area covered by turbine
bases. But if fed direct to users from their roof, PV avoids transmission losses - though users
will need storage (or grid links) for balancing. He backs Li ion batteries, which, like PV, are
also now getting cheap fast, and he sees the combination as a world-beater. But he also sees a
role for demand response to shift demand peaks, and large-scale bulk storage for longer-term
grid balancing - including using hydrogen from (PV) power-to-gas conversion, some of the
H2 being converted to liquid and gaseous synfuels. He also looks at desert CSP and at arid
zone biomass (e.g. cactus) as a new AD option, but doesn’t see them as big. PV wins!
PV Floats spread Floating PV arrays avoid land-use, increase
WEF says
PV leads
efficiency by cooling the cells and reduces reservoir evaporation:
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/floating_solar_a_win-win_for_drought-stricken_lakes_in_us/3011/

.. and PV gets cheaper almost everywhere 2016 PV contracts reported
by BNEF include project in Peru at 4.8 US cents/kWh, Mexico at 3.6 c, Dubai
2.99c, Chile 2.91c. And, in much less sunny Germany, 5.38 euro-cents/kWh:

www.ecowatch.c
om/solarcheaper-thanfossil-fuels2167117599.html

www.bundesnetzagentur.de/cln_1412/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/EN/2016/161128_PVDK.html

In the UK, BEIS estimate 6-7 pence/kWh for 2020, including running costs:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/566567/BEIS_Electricity_Generation_Cost_Report.pdf

Storage latest It’s hard to keep up with the flurry of activity- and hype!
New PV/batteries for Tesla: www.power-eetimes.com/news/panasonic-boost-tesla-solar-roof-and-powerwall
www.idtechex.com/research/reports/solid-state-and-polymer-batteries-2017-2027-technology-markets-forecasts-000498.asp

Graphite not lithium: www.linkedin.com/pulse/elon-musk-our-lithium-ion-batteries-should-called-a-paul-gill
Or ammonia storage: www.ammoniaenergy.org/nuons-power-to-ammonia-update-and-the-first-european-ammonia-fuelconference-in-2017/ And there’s ITM hydrogen storage system fed by wind & tidal power:
www.communityenergyscotland.org.uk/surf-n-turf.asp And how about this nuclear waste powered diamond
storage device! https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2016/11/battery-powered-by-radioactive-diamondcould-solve-nuclear-waste-dilemma/ Coming soon, a new report on storage by Dave Elliott for the IoP…
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EU news With the UK to be out, things may change, but progress continues
Energy use http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/7882431/8-20022017-AP-EN.pdf/4f3e5e6a-5c1a-48e6-8226-532f08e3ed09

Offshore wind gets even cheaper - now under €50/MWh
Vattenfall has won a tender to build the 600 MW Danish Kriegers Flak offshore wind project
on the Baltic coast. The Swedish state utility won the tender with a bid of €49.9/MWh.
www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2016/11/more-evidence-of-competitive-wind-power-with-vattenfall-s-baltic-deal.html

Grid links will cost extra- two are planned, one in effect creating an extra 400MW link to the
German grid, so that offers wider benefits for the extra €15/MWh that is said to be needed
for the links over and above normal grid charges: www.offshorewind.biz/2016/01/29/kriegers-flaks-gridconnection-to-be-discussed/ and www.abb.com/cawp/seitp202/8aa5fcbdbff3fc37c1257f7700377e80.aspx

EU plans €320m boost for wave & tidal power

The EU is proposing to create a €250m investment fund, with an additional €70m set aside
for insurance, loans & guarantees, to help wave and tidal project develop, to provide 10% of
EU power by 2050. An EC roadmap says the aim is to help companies bridge the gap between
demonstration projects and power markets. About half of the world’s wave & tidal companies
are based in Europe, and it’s estimated that the industry could generate up to €653bn by midcentury, with an annual market of €53bn. Many of the projects are in the UK:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/nov/09/eu-plans-320m-funding-boost-for-budding-ocean-energy-industry

But there may be a biomass shortfall if energy targets are not reduced, says NGO:
www.euractiv.com/section/energy/news/eu-will-have-to-import-cow-dung-to-meet-renewables-targets-study-warns/
And battles ahead: www.edie.net/news/11/Leaked-EU-energy-package-subsidises-fossil-fuels--undermines-renewables
on biofuels especially: www.edie.net/news/6/European-transport-emissions-set-to-rise-thanks-to-leaked-biofuel-plan

Germany has ~46 GW of on shore wind so far. While as old FiT contracts expire, older
less viable projects have been dismantled (~2 GW so far), there are many new ones (3-4 GW
p.a. in 2014/15), and old ones have been upgraded with
Engiewende will help Germany to save
new more efficient turbines - so called ‘repowering’.
€149bn net by 2020, says PWC- €274bn,
Using existing sites is obviously easier, but all projects
less the €125bn investment costs:
http://spectrum.ieee.org/ns/pdfs/20161118_PwC_APK
face the new 2.8 GW p.a. limit on overall wind
_final_report_summary.pdf
capacity expansion imposed (from January) to reduce
Renewables now supply 32% of
costs to consumers. So, though they can compete in the
Germany’s electricity annually:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/01/
new contract auction process that’s replaced FiTs, all
germans-get-almost-one-third-of-electricity-fromprojects, new and old, are likely to fall off:
renewables-in-2016.html Energiewende
http://analysis.windenergyupdate.com/operations-maintenance/german-windauctions-hike-power-market-risk-repowering-projects

Enabling local links using smart grid software:
http://energypost.eu/lumenaza-creates-regional-electricity-markets-wantconnect-1-4-million-solar-pv-producers-germany-consumers-locally/

Hydrogen powered train to replace diesel:

revisions update The aim is still ‘at
least’ 80% renewable power by 2050:

www.agoraenergiewende.de/fileadmin/Projekte/2016/EEGFAQ/Agora_FAQ-EEG_EN_WEB.pdf

http://truththeory.com/2016/11/03/germany-unveiled-worlds-first-hydrogen-powered-passenger-train-zero-emission/
Fewer blackouts http://reneweconomy.com.au/the-myth-of-renewables-threatening-grid-stability-17082/ But back
up is needed www.platts.com/latest-news/coal/london/german-coal-gas-plant-output-at-5-year-high-in-26654502 Oops..
2016 overview: www.agora-energiewende.de/en/press/agoranews/news-detail/news/kohleverbrauch-sinkt-emissionensteigen-gemischte-bilanz-der-energiewende-2016/News/detail/ But see this: http://energypost.eu/end-energiewende/

France Given the elections*, who knows what’s next, but there has been some progress:

On solar - a PV surfaced road: http://inhabitat.com/france-officially-opens-worlds-first-solar-panel-road/
On green heat - Med heat extraction project: Engie’s €35m Thassalia plant uses seawater
from the Port of Marseille pumped to heat exchangers & heat pumps to feed 18.5 MW of heat
& 16 MW of cooling via a new pipe network linked to the business centre, with gas back up:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/11/thassalia-france-s-first-marine-geothermal-energypower-plant-inaugurated.html And flywheel power storage is under test:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/stornetic-flywheel-technology-to-be-trialed-in-france.html

Italy is second only to Germany, at 106GW and beating France at 46 GW,

*Le Penn wants a
halt to all new
wind farms…
and Hinkley!

with 51.5GW of renewables, including 22GW of hydro, 19GW of solar and 9GW of wind, in
2016. It’s also claimed to be the second largest user of biogas globally: www.consorziobiogas.it/
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EC Clean Energy for All Europeans plan
It sets a 50% by 2030 EU renewable electricity target

‘Renewable energy

The European Commission’s recent proposed energy policy changes
is currently the only
aimed to keep the EU competitive as the clean energy transition changes decarbonisation
global energy markets. The EC wants the EU ‘to lead the clean energy option in the power
sector which is
transition, not just adapt to it’. It has committed to cut CO2 emissions
being deployed at a
by at least 40% by 2030 ‘while modernising the EU’s economy and
delivering on jobs and growth for all European citizens’. In addition to rate that is close to
trying to achieve global leadership in renewables, the new proposals put what is required
under long-term
energy efficiency first (it has now set a 30% by 2030 energy reduction scenarios of the IEA
target), and aims to provide a fair deal for consumers, so that market
to attain the 2◦C
choices are more transparent and easier to deal with. Indeed, it wants to target.’
help them be more pro-active and become self generators. It’s all still to
be agreed, but the package also includes actions to accelerate clean energy innovation and
renovate Europe’s buildings. It provides measures to encourage public and private
investment, promote EU industrial competitiveness and mitigate the societal impact of the
clean energy transition. The EC says it is also ‘exploring ways.. to help non-EU countries
achieve their policy goals’. Now the MEPs are debating it, and then the Council of Minsters
decides…. https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energy-transition
To make all this happen, the EC has issued a draft revised Renewable Energy Directive,
offering an adjusted framework for renewable energy development up to 2030, making sure
the EU level binding target (renewables to supply 27% of all EU energy by 2030) is achieved
on time and in a cost effective way. It says that to that end, ‘the 2020 national targets will be
established as baseline to build on the progress achieved with the current framework.
Member States will not be allowed to go below their 2020 targets from 2021 onwards.’
In addition to new approaches to empowering & informing consumers, enabling them to selfconsume renewable electricity without facing undue restrictions, and ensuring that they are
remunerated for the electricity they feed into the grid, it ‘recognizes energy communities and
facilitates their participation in the market’. It creates an enabling framework for further
deployment of renewables in the electricity sector, aiming for a 50% contribution by 2030,
and also looks to ‘mainstreaming renewables in the heating and cooling sector’ and to
decarbonising and diversifying the transport sector. It also strengthens the EU sustainability
criteria for bioenergy - biofuels must create 70% fewer emissions than fossil fuels and solid
biomass and biogas used in large CHP plant 80% less by 2021 and 85% less by 2026. All of
these are good but politically tricky! That’s even more the case when it comes to the free
market design proposals: see Box below. Will that really promote green energy options?

Market redesign- a very radical free market package of changes
At the wholesale level, ‘short term markets will be made overall more flexible & responsive to the rise in
variable renewable generation, wholesale price caps will be removed, making prices reflect the real value of
electricity in time & location (scarcity pricing) in order to drive investments towards the flexible assets most
needed for the system, including demand-response and storage. Dispatch rules will be adapted to the new
market reality, creating a level-playing field for larger generation capacities. Rules on priority dispatch will
however be maintained for small-scale renewables and emerging technologies to ensure their development. Grid
bottlenecks on the borders will be minimized, among other things by re-investing congestion revenues into the
grid.’ Capacity markets will be EU-wide, to take in cross-border exchange options, rather than national as now
On the retail side, consumers & communities ‘will be empowered to actively participate in the electricity market
and generate their own electricity, consume it or sell it back to the market while taking into account the costs &
benefits for the system as a whole. Every consumer will be able to offer demand-response & receive remuneration,
directly or through aggregators. Dynamic electricity price contracts reflecting the changing prices on the spot
or day-ahead markets will allow consumers to respond to price signals and actively manage their consumption.
This necessitates the removal of retail price regulation while ensuring the full and appropriate protection of
vulnerable consumers.’ Targeted price regulation such as social tariffs will be permitted in the interim. But mostly
markets rule! ‘Future electricity markets will be able to send clear price signals and will be free of any public
intervention, unless with duly justified exceptions, notably to protect vulnerable and energy poor consumers’.
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USA Trumped - but surviving

Around the world

The US under Trump seems to be faced with some stark options, not all of them viable.
Go it alone: www.forbes.com/sites/amorylovins/2017/03/28/energy-independence-from-what/#7a433a10485e
Go backwards - cut state support: www.downsizinggovernment.org/energy/energy-subsidies
But some of the states will resist: www.nytimes.com/2016/12/26/opinion/states-will-lead-on-climatechange-in-the-trump-era.html See the NYTs useful map left on where
PV (orange) & wind (blue) will win - most places, even on 2015
prices. Coal is out entirely, gas (tan) wins in some areas, as does
nuclear (mauve), but that’s uncertain on current form.
What has actually been happening? The pipeline programme
restart was very provocative, and, with Trumps interventions also
hitting staff hard, many federal-level programmes seemed to grind to a halt at least initially:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/pt/2017/01/epa-freezes-grants-tells-employees-not-to-talk-about-it-sourcessay.html with more changes expected: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-38746608
And they came: for every new regulation two old one had to go: http://grist.org/briefly/trumps-latestmove-could-throw-environmental-rulemaking-into-chaos/

And the EPA saga went on: http://grist.org/briefly/watch-outnotorious-climate-denier-lamar-smith-is-fixated-on-making-epagreat-again and www.nytimes.com/2017/02/17/us/politics/scottpruitt-environmental-protection-agency.html

However, some say the loss of the EPA’s Clean Power
Programme wouldn’t hurt too much at least initially see chart right. A Hass institute Blog says ‘Projected
electricity sector emissions hold fairly steady without the
CPP. In this sense, we wouldn’t be losing much ground,
particularly over the next four years. But to mitigate the damaging impacts of climate change,
we need to be gaining ground. And scrapping the CPP pushes us off this path.’
https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/climate-change-and-the-post-election-blues/

Nevertheless, there will be impacts. There are worries about whether there will be support for
novel projects like this offshore wind scheme, which will need some backing:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/11/another-california-first-floating-wind-system-proposed-off-morrowbay.html There may be other challenges for projects like this, with 4.2 GW being possible soon:
http://analysis.windenergyupdate.com/offshore/us-offshore-wind-expansion-creates-new-technology-insurance-challenges

It’s the same for the huge SolarReserve plan for a 10-tower 2 GW Concentrated Solar
Power plant in Nevada with storage for 2021: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/10/solarreserveintroduces-gigawatt-scale-solar-thermal-storage-project-for-california.html

Meanwhile though, despite the bitterness, life does go on, and with it the technical and
economic debates e.g. on PV plus batteries - will cheap battery storage kill net metering?
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/11/could-batteries-actually-make-residential-rooftop-solar-more-accessibleand-affordable.html Trump can’t oppose economic breakthroughs like that.

US Grid

There is also the continuing debate over biomass - Trump likes it: see
Box later. He has also talked about infrastructure investment as a $10
trillion privatised programme, though with federal tax credits. One thing
that’s vital is supergrids - see map from: www.eenews.net/stories/1060042531
And also: www.investingdaily.com/22664/the-coming-super-grid-build-out-2/
Will he go for that? Maybe not, given his hostility to anything green - which initial views saw
as having national and global impacts: www.nytimes.com/2016/11/12/science/myron-ebell-trump-epa.html
But some of the reality may be less bad. Some local smart grid projects are getting going:
www.decentralized-energy.com/articles/2016/11/siemens-and-lo3-energy-to-develop-brooklyn-blockchain-microgrid.html

So life goes on. Just about. But it could all have been so different!
Obama’s legacy energy/climate view http://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2017/01/06/science.aam6284.full
Trumps new view? www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/01/13/trump-meets-with-princeton-physicistwho-says-global-warming-is-good-for-us and www.politico.com/story/2017/01/pruitt-epa-hearings-senate-233743

His latest moves being an attempt to cut £100m from Climate-related spending in the 2018
Budget. And a clean sweep away of just about all Obama’s clean energy laws:
www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/3/27/14922516/trump-executive-order-climate
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China stays on track
China has pointed out that it didn’t ‘invent’
climate change, contrary to Donald Trumps
flippant campaign assertion:
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/11/17/beijing-totrump-climate-change-is-not-a-chinese-hoax/

Huge expansion: 13 million jobs
China is to invest 2,500 bn Yuan ($361 bn) in
renewables by 2020, which will create over 13
million jobs in, according to the National Energy
Administration. The National Development and
Reform Commission said solar power will receive
1000bn yuan, wind 700bn, hydro 500bn and
geothermal 300bn: www.reuters.com/article/us-china-

And it warned Trump he will be defying the energy-renewables-idUSKBN14P06P
wishes of the entire planet if he acts on his
Wind getting better China’s average wind
curtailment rate over the first nine months of
vow to back away from the Paris climate
2016 was 19%, down from 26% in Q1.
agreement, the Financial Times said last
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/china-s-windyear. ‘It is global society’s will that all
power-curtailment-rate-declined-during-first-nine-months-of2016.html But there are still overall grid problems:
want to co-operate to combat climate
https://china.lbl.gov/sites/all/files/lbnl1006638.pdf
change,’ a senior Beijing negotiator was
quoted as saying at the Marrakesh COP 22 meeting. The Chinese negotiators were also
quoted as saying that ‘any movement by the new US government’ would not affect their
transition towards becoming a greener economy. Seems there is a race to be good guy!
Saudis too: www.climatechangenews.com/2016/11/14/saudi-arabia-working-on-plan-to-boost-climate-target

Iran aims to have 5 GW of renewables by 2020, with over 4 GW of wind. It has 141 MW
of wind in place so far, but the full wind resource is put at 100 GW. The PV potential is big too:
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1417827/iran-eyes-renewables-expansion

Vietnam has backed off nuclear and can get 80-100% of its power from renewables by
2050, according to WWF, with at least 35% of its electricity from solar and 13% from wind:
http://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?267471/new-study-vietnam-power-sector-and-renewable-energy-by-2050

India has opened a 648 MW PV array, the worlds largest, and will become the world’s 4th
biggest renewables consumer by 2030, with $20bn p.a. of wind & PV investments expected:
www.irena.org/News/Description.aspx?NType=A&mnu=cat&PriMenuID=16&CatID=84&News_ID=394

Australia Sundrop’s solar powered sea-water desalination and food growing plant in
www.sundropfarms.com

the Australian desert near Port Augusta, is huge, with 23,000 sun tracking mirrors focusing
sunlight on a power tower (pic), generating electricity to heat/cool its 23 acre hydroponic farm
greenhouse complex, fed with solar-desalinated water.

CSP

Africa Power Africa was launched by Barack Obama in 2013.
It’s achieving unprecedented success in widening access to electricity and spurring sustainable
development across African, particularly in remote rural areas south of the Sahara, where
most people lack access to power. Recently a $4m Scaling Off-Grid Energy Grand Challenge
Enterprise grant award was made, for eight African startups that are preparing to launch or
expand their presence in the sub-Saharan home solar energy market, with up to 120,000 new
off-grid solar electricity links expected. The overall SOGE budget is $36m and the long term
aim is to install 30 GW of emissions-free energy capacity and have 60 million new home and
business electricity connections. www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/11/eight-african-homesolar-startups-win-4-million-in-scaling-off-grid-energy-enterprise-grants.html

But, as ever, nuclear interests are also pushing their wares- in South Africa:
http://citizen.co.za/news/news-national/1384163/hypocritical-eskom-forcing-nuclear-power-on-sa/

100% green Tau Island http://euanmearns.com/solar-power-on-the-island-of-tau-a-preliminary-appraisal/
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A big global picture: an EROEI transition
‘The sower’s way: quantifying the narrowing net-energy pathways to a global energy
transition’, by Sgouridis et al. The ‘sower’s strategy’ is the long-established farming practice
to save a fraction of the current year’s harvest as seeds for the next. Fossil fuels are finite, but,
while they are available, we can ‘sow’ what these fuels provide: energy and minerals to create
the capital needed for the transition i.e. we invest in the future. But the trick is to do that
before the declining rates of energy return on fossil investment and use (i.e. falling ‘Energy
Returns on Energy Invested’, as scarcity hits reserves), make them unviable, and of course
before we are overwhelmed by their emissions. And then, once that’s all done, we have to
move to a stable state. See chart. http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/11/9/094009/pdf and
http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-9326/11/9/094009/media/erl094009_suppdata.pdf

Proposed Sustainable Energy
Transition (SET) Eco-criteria
I. The impacts from energy use during SET
should not exceed the long-run ecosystem
carrying & assimilation capacity
II. Per capita net available energy should
remain above a level that satisfies societal
needs at any point during SET and without
disruptive discontinuities in its rate of change
III. The rate of investment in building RE
harvesting and utilization capital stock
should be sufficient to create a sustainable
energy supply basis without exhausting the
non-renewable safely recoverable resources.

An interesting model, though not all the green
options shown may be viable everywhere. And others may have higher EROEIs, making the
transition easier (less need for fossil fuel). Though they are still low for PV, it’s improving:
www.resilience.org/stories/2016-12-22/eroei-estimates-show-pv-to-be-a-fully-mature-technology/

The biomass debate - US forestry issues

Global grid

The US is exporting forest-derived wood pellets to the EU, even it seems to
mapping tool
Sweden, which you might think had enough of its own! The US Congress has
www.sonnenseite.com/en/sci
ence/open-source-planningbacked it, but the debate has got heated. These two quotes from letters to the
tool-for-the-energyNew York Times responding to an anti-article sum it up well.
turnaround-platform-forOne for: ‘Far from “burning forests,” a loaded and misleading term, biomass
electric-power-grids.html
power producers use the low-value materials left over after the more valuable
Googles 100%
fibers have been sourced for sawlogs and paper. They provide an additional
renewables plan
market for landowners and farmers while helping to solve a waste problem and
https://blog.google/topics/en
avoiding carbon emissions from decay, landfilling or wildfires. The assumption
vironment/100-percentthat all biomass used for energy contributes to atmospheric carbon is wrong. A
renewable-energy/
proper analysis must take into account the carbon already absorbed during a
Power sharing
tree’s growth & the fate of the material if it is left uncollected.’
http://energypost.eu/energyOne against: ‘An assumption by Congress that burning trees for energy is
may-ripe-sharing-economythanks-bitcoins-blockchaincarbon neutral would be a triumph of business interests over science that the
technology
world cannot afford. Forests play a complex role in global warming, and forest
Giga factory runs
conservation and stewardship of vast carbon storage capacity is critical to
Tesla’s Giga plant is
solving the climate crisis. While woody biomass has a role in the overall climate
now running- it now has
solution, real carbon neutrality requires firm assurances that logged forests will
an upgraded 13.5kWh
regrow as much carbon as has been removed and burned. And… such regrowth
Powerwall2 battery.
takes decades. The atmosphere knows the truth about carbon neutrality,
regardless of what Congress declares.’ Wouldn’t fast growth SRC energy crops
be better? Or AD biogas? www.nytimes.com/2016/10/15/opinion/when-is-something-carbon-neutral.html
Here is an erudite anti-input from Vermont: www.theenergycollective.com/willem-post/2390703/a-comparison-ofwood-chip-and-oil-fired-power-plants and a US-NRDC initiated report on the use of wood biomass in the UK the biggest importer of US wood pellets: www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/uk-biomass-replace-coal-cleanenergy-ib.pdf DRAX is the big user. But there was a UK rejoinder from the REA:
www.edie.net/news/10/UK-biomass-energy-generation-environmental-emissions-impact-report-NRDC/
And here is another positive view from the UK: www.richardcorbett.org.uk/way-woods-among-evergreens/
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Nuclear power around the world
Swiss phase out In 2010 there were plans to replace its 5

Areva: ‘all safe’…
www.reuters.com/article/usareva-creusotidUSKBN14V2SG

Plants, based on a referendum & safety confirmations by regulators.
This plan was scrapped by a National Council vote in June 2011, 4 months after Fukushima,
putting Switzerland on a slow phase out (in the 2030/40s) as the existing reactors retired. But
a proposal to accelerate the retirements, by forcing reactors to close at age 45, was defeated in
a referendum last November - 54.2% voted no. As they were already over this age, 3 plants
would have closed in 2017, one in 2024, the last in 2029. But now it’s back to a slow fade out:
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Swiss-reject-rapid-nuclear-phase-out-2711161.html

Japan Fukushima worker cancer cases begin to emerge: cancers take time to develop, but
at least one TEPCO employee has already died, 11 staff have applied for compensation after
developing cancer. 2 have been given it, 5 other cases are under consideration. Another, with
Leukemia, has now won benefits: http://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20161123/p2a/00m/0na/015000c
There may be more, including thyroid cancers in people who were children at the time.
Meanwhile the site and area clean up and compensation cost estimate has almost doubled to
£140bn, with some perhaps to be passed on to consumers: www.scmp.com/news/asia/eastasia/article/2049761/estimated-clean-cost-fukushima-nuclear-disaster-nearly-doubled and
www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/11/28/national/cost-fukushima-disaster-expected-soar-¥20-trillion/ - .WDwr8ORviM8

It will take decades to deal with it - and retrieve all the melted fuel. Meanwhile the evacuees
still suffer: http://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20170311/p2a/00m/0na/027000c
Australia The plan to dump nuclear waste in south Australia has been strongly opposed:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988308/no_way_south_australians_reject_international_nuclear_w
aste_dump.html But it may still go ahead, though not the idea of nuclear power generation.

S.Africa is to abandon its nuclear plans: www.forbes.com/sites/nishthachugh/2016/12/13/in-southafrica-nuclear-energy-is-becoming-a-dirty-word/ - 2a4c2d7f2b37 Renewables are seen as a better bet.

Vietnam has cancelled the Ninh Thuan project, after cost estimates nearly doubled:
www.powermag.com/vietnam-kills-nuclear-power-project-due-to-high-costs/ An oddly ambivalent report:
http://thebulletin.org/fate-nuclear-power-vietnam10245 given WWFs ‘80-100% renewables’ report above…

S Korea’s delayed Advanced Pressurised Reactor is now grid-linked, with more planned:
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NN-First-Korean-APR-1400-enters-commercial-operation-2012164.html

China delay www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/9341-China-s-nuclear-roll-out-facing-delays
3-4 year delays and a 17% EPR price rise: www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2046591/taishannuclear-project-draws-further-29b-yuan-capital-injection But Jordan now has a 5 MW research reactor.

US subsidy - $285bn https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2b-a19f3q6ZdnJuajE1ckxKa2c/view
Trumps team may look for more, to slow closures: www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-1209/trump-s-team-is-asking-for-ways-u-s-can-keep-nuclear-alive But they go on: Indian Point (NY) is to
close in 2020/21. Entergy says Palisades (MI) will go in 2018. A leaked NRC memo noted
issues with staff stress and safety awareness at the soon to shut Pilgrim plant (MA):
www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/12/07/internal-nrc-memo-outlines-concerns-pilgrim-nuclearplant/GFRYcbdBRgwo4PulROZBYN/story.html There are continuing fears about the safety

of the
old plants. Wikileaks reveals there were worries at the time of the Three Mile Island nuclear
disaster that its faults were generic: https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/1979STATE090811_e.html

French fear www.dw.com/en/reports-fessenheim-nuclear-accident-played-down-by-authorities/a-19093477
and a forgery investigation: www.reuters.com/article/us-france-nuclear-areva-court-idUSKBN13X20C
Cuba Wikileaks has leaked a US cable on Cuba’s one time conviction that Soviet nuclear
plants were safe! http://drdavidlowry.blogspot.co.uk/2016/11/cuban-scientists-put-myopic-marxist.html
More nuclear says Environmental progress: www.environmentalprogress.org/clean-energy-crisis

Breeder plea www.the-weinberg-foundation.org/2016/11/02/energy-policies-betray-future-generations/
www.the-weinberg-foundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/why-nuclear-is-needed-final-23-Nov.pdf

Fusion for 70 secs: www.world-nuclear-news.org/NN-Korean-fusion-reactor-achieves-record-plasma-1412164.html
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3. Forum

Odds and ends for you to chew on

Comments welcome

Solar for all Chris Goodall’s book The Switch, pushing solar hard, is generally good.
It has some interesting side stories. He looks at the use of PV backed by AD biomass plants in
Africa - to fill in when PV is briefly low due to the passage of clouds. He also notes a proposal
to use local PV farm output to let hydro plants throttle back daytime, so they have more water
available for generation at night. It would have to be a very large solar farm to help much
with a multi-GW hydro project, but the basic idea is good. https://profilebooks.com/the-switch.html
See this video: http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/energy/sustainability-expert-talks-future-impact-solar-power/

48 poor countries go for 100% Renewables by 2050 at COP 22:
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/renewable-energy-target-climate-united-nations-climate-changevulnerable-nations-ethiopia-a7425411.html But it’s not all plain sailing:

Eco-impacts of renewables www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01430750.2017.1244975
Saving Eagles from wind turbine collisions: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/3ways-energy-department-research-will-help-eagles-coexist-with-wind-energy-deployment.html
Wind array losses http://phys.org/news/2016-11-large-scale-energy-turbine-efficiencies.html
Energy rebound reviewed: www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/12/20/the-efficiency-dilemma
More hopeful Energy saving backed: www.ipeec.org/upload/publication_related_language/pdf/551.pdf
A treat for the imagination Designs for the future: http://landartgenerator.org/blagi/
A favourite - a huge solar desalination pipe: http://landartgenerator.org/blagi/archives/5416

Climate crisis views www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-whats-warmingthe-world/ It’s terminal: www.independent.co.uk/news/science/climatechange-game-over-global-warming-climate-sensitivity-seven-degreesa7407881.html For a very different view: http://weatheraction.com/

Piers Corbyn’s
solar-lunar

climate model

http://bit.ly/2ciEPpV

The atmosphere science is all wrong it says! CO2 isn’t the issue.
So Trump is right!
And it’s all a plot..
The world is actually cooling and extreme weather events are due to solar flares
and ionisation effects on the magnetosphere, which interact with the upper atmosphere jet streams.
More like that: www.naturalnews.com/052179_global_warming_science_fraud_globalist_control_agenda.html
Climate sceptics loved Trump: http://clexit.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/de-fang-paris.pdf

FoE didn’t: www.foe.co.uk/sites/default/files/downloads/donald-trump-climate-change-102230.pdf
Nor did the Indie: it is getting worse fast: www.independent.co.uk/news/science/donald-trump-climatechange-policy-global-warming-expert-thomas-crowther-a7450236.html And the science? On the icecap
issue, ups & downs: www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/antarctic-sea-ice-reaches-new-record-maximum But
warming is falling - says GWPF: www.thegwpf.com/despite-denial-global-temperatures-are-dropping-fast/
Nuclear views It’s no climate help: www.fairewinds.org/nuclear-energy-education//smoke-screenmontreal No backing at COP 22: https://twitter.com/Richard_Dixon/status/799265217683345408/photo/1
But it can win the PR war - if it gets cheap: www.euractiv.com/section/energy/interview/nuclear-lobbyboss-winning-back-public-opinion-in-europe-an-easy-challenge. So the nuclear debate rolls on:
www.nuclearpolicy.info/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Why-nuclear-energy-is-not-an-answer-to-global-warming.pdf

Nuclear power: past, present and future

http://iopscie
nce.iop.org/b
ook/978-16817-4505-3

Dave Elliott’s new IoP book, out now, looks at some early novel nuclear ideas and how
some of them are being re-explored, for good or ill. Thorium, molten salt reactors, fast
neutron reactors - they have all been tried earlier on, often not very successfully. Will the
revamped versions do any better? Do we actually need any of them - has nuclear really got a future? It
has certainly been a messy period for nuclear of late, with the Economist almost writing an obituary
for EDF at one point: www.economist.com/news/business/21711087-electricit-de-france-has-had-shut-down18-its-58-nuclear-reactors-frances-nuclear-energy But the new book looks at wider longer-term trends.
Though it’s not optimistic about the prospects for new nuclear. Including fusion. Unlike the Guardian:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/dec/02/after-60-years-is-nuclear-fusion-finally-poised-to-deliver

In contrast to this, and the media and lobbyist hype about new nuclear, this seemed fair comment:
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6316/1112.1 And the new book provides chapter and verse.
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Technological change and nuclear power
‘Accelerating technological change is pushing network intelligence and, with it, control of the
electric grid, into the hands of the customers. Combinations of storage, demand management,
smart meters, a more versatile grid, and on-site generation are reshaping electricity along the
lines of the telecommunications system over the last 30 years The need for large power plants
running 90% of the time - so-called base-load generation - is diminishing. The inflexibility of
nuclear units puts them in the position of the rotary dial phone: reliable, but inflexible to the
point of incompatibility with a changing industry. To preserve their position for a while
longer, regulators and legislators will have to function - as many did for the Bell System for
many years - as taxing authorities, “correcting” market verdicts through surcharges and
entry restrictions.’ However, ‘The fate of a few endangered reactors in a handful of states
means almost nothing in terms of solving the problem of global climate change. The entire
99-member US reactor fleet represents something like 1% of the low-carbon energy
necessary to stabilize the climate by midcentury if it replaces the average US mix of coal and gas-fired power. Replacing a dozen uneconomic reactors mostly with natural gas during
the early years of a transition to a low-carbon economy is a long way from the apocalyptic
carbon debacle that the nuclear industry laments. And to the extent that the reactors are
replaced by efficiency and renewables, the climate impact is nil.’ Peter Bradford, Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists: www.tandfonline.com/eprint/GNHBd39CBXeWYadbtGjV/full
Every breath you take Vintage pop star Sting says: ‘I think if we’re going to tackle
global warming, nuclear power is the only way you can create massive amounts of power’.
www.rollingstone.com/music/features/sting-opens-up-about-dark-obsessions-rock-rebirth-w452982

Greens back Ecotricity’s Grass AD project
Ecotricity are using Anaerobic Digestion of grass to make methane gas for power
production. Even the Daily Mail liked it: www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3968012/Makinggas-GRASS-British-eco-pioneer-s-green-energy-firm-comes-alternative-fracking.html But do we really
want to use good arable land in this way? Biofuelwatch are opposed, but many other green
groups are for it, with reservations: ‘As the UK ratifies the Paris climate agreement, we must
not start up a new fossil fuel industry by backing fracking. We welcome every effort to help
people heat their homes without relying on fossil fuels. Energy produced from agricultural
and food waste will play an important part in a low-carbon future, and experiments in the use
of other renewable and widely available biodegradable materials, such as in Ecotricity’s
Green Gas Mills, could be a step in the right direction. We look forward to seeing how the
Mills can work to generate energy, support farmers and encourage positive uses for marginal
& fallow land without compromising food production.’ Tony Bosworth, Friends of the Earth
‘As long as it’s not competing with food production, green gas like this project can be really
helpful in getting UK on to a cleaner and lower carbon path. Agriculture need not simply be
part of the problem in tackling climate change, but shows innovation can mean it’s part of the
solution, and improve wildlife habitat at the same time.’ Doug Parr, Greenpeace UK
‘The sooner we can stop using gas from fossil sources, the greater our chances of avoiding
runaway climate change. Right now, we’re still very dependent on gas to heat our homes and we need as much of it as possible to come from biological sources, rather than from fossil
fuels. So it’s really good to see Ecotricity’s latest Green Gas initiative in this incredibly
important area.’ Jonathon Porritt, ex-Forum for the Future and FoE.
Odd views on renewables http://donald.swift-hook.com/index.php/renewables-are-for-saving-fuel/
If it’s getting so cheap, why can’t we store the excesses that will sometimes to produced to meet
lulls?…. and on green energy in Australia - a convoluted take on its policies: http://carbonsense.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/mines-love-greens.pdf This is more straightforward on the
blackout: www.aemo.com.au/Media-Centre/Update-to-report-into-SA-state-wide-power-outage

Hydro horror stories www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/01/02/a-bigger-problem-than-isis
www.iflscience.com/environment/dam-it-hydroelectric-power-plants-are-releasing-huge-amounts-of-greenhouse-gases/
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Post Truth hits China

Fact checks

Forbes magazine ran this rather odd article by James Taylor last year,
seeming to dismiss China’s success with renewables:
www.forbes.com/sites/jamestaylor/2016/12/29/five-secrets-to-chinas-renewable-energysuccess/ - 23bbd3920a68 It’s fair enough to point out that coal still dominates,

but the reality is that, including hydro (at 19.4%), renewables supplied
24.1% of Chinas electricity in 2015, compared to nuclear at only 2.9%,
already more than over-taken by non-hydro renewables at 4.7%. See chart.
Since then they have expanded even more.

Source: China’s National Bureau of Statistics, IEEFA calculations:
http://energypost.eu/chinas-electricity-mix-changing-fast-co2-emissions-may-peaked/

German

Engergie
Wende
In a poll last
year, 93% said
the energy
transition was
important or
very important,
up from 90% in
2015. 47% of
those surveyed
rated delivery as
good or very
good, another
+3% rise. But
prices will rise
soon, so Agora
says market
changes are
needed.
www.agoraenergiewende.de/en/

The Forbes piece seems to use old data: it says ‘China generates only 3 %
of its electricity from wind power and less than 2/10 of 1% of its power from solar power’, so
they are only ‘marginal players’. Well yes they are still relatively low v - but supply much
more than nuclear. Is that what worries Taylor? He is president of the Spark of Freedom
Foundation group, which backs nuclear along with hydro and natural gas - and free markets.
China often sets its targets in terms of ‘low carbon options’, that is renewables plus nuclear,
e.g. it’s set a target of getting 27% of power by from these non-fossil sources by 2020 - and
80% by 2050. The Forbes piece seems to recognize this distinction, so why then does it say
‘Thanks to an impressive recent expansion of hydro and nuclear power, China currently
generates 18% of its power through renewable sources’? And dismiss its 27% by 2020 goal
as unrealistic. If you include nuclear, it was actually at 27% in 2015! And 24.1% without.
Seems the author hates non-hydro renewables! And China! There is no question that China
has problems e.g. with coal, but muddying the waters doesn’t help. See this sharper analysis:
www.carbontracker.org/report/chasing-the-dragon-china-coal-power-plants-stranded-assets-five-year-plan/

…and TED Another Fact check on China

‘China’s building 800
gigawatts of coal, 400 gigawatts of hydro, about 200 gigawatts of nuclear, and on an energyequivalent basis, adjusting for intermittency, about 100 gigawatts of renewables. 800 GW of
coal.’ So said Joe Lassiter in a Ted talk backing nuclear as a response to climate change:
www.ted.com/talks/joe_lassiter_we_need_nuclear_power_to_solve_climate_change
In 2016 China already had over 160 GW of wind capacity and 77 GW of solar and is aiming
for 250 GW of wind and 100 GW (likely to be revised to 150 GW) of PV by 2020. Both
targets will probably be over-reached. So say at least 450 GW by 2020, plus other renewables
like biomass, not 100 GW as Lassiter claims. But he says that’s ‘adjusted for intermittency’.
Load factors for wind (~30%) and PV (~15%) are certainly less than for nuclear (80%?),
though he may be a bit low at 100 GW. And the 2020 target for nuclear is 58 GW, not 200
GW: www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/8734-Climate-energy-and-China-s-13th-Five-Year-Plan- in-graphics
Certainly wind output over-took that from nuclear in 2012 (and stayed ahead after then),
while the output from renewables overall, including hydro, was around ten times that from
nuclear in 2015. Nuclear seems likely to continue to trail behind, despite its new projects.
www.ted.com/talks/joe_lassiter_we_need_nuclear_power_to_solve_climate_change/transcript?language=en
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